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1. l N T l i O D U C T I O N  

T h e  financia1 landscape has shifted considerably in recent times, with far- 
reaching effects extc~~ding,  not least, to the Australian privately financed 
public-private partnershrp (PPP) market. This, in turn, has important 
implications far the construction industry as the PPP model is a widely used 
method of major public infrasrructure delivery in Australia. As the PPP 
model is a widely used method for the delivery of major public infra- 
structure in Atlstralia, this has important implications for the construction 
industry, The "credit crunch", characterised by a sharp decrease in the 
availnhiliry of finance paired with a sharp increase in the cost of finance, has 
had 3 major impact on the traditional structure eE the PPP model. With 
syndication and long-term clebt no longer an option, parties are being 
Corced to develop ir~novative solutions in order to enable projects to 
proceed and meet value for money outcomes.' 

This paper will first, by way of background, discuss the credit crunch and 
its  interaction with PPPs. Et will then proceed to explore potential solutions 
aimed at adapting the PPP model in order to mitigate the effects of the credit 
crunch. These solutions focus on the need to reduce the risk associated with 
investing in PPPs and consider alternative sources of'finance. 

2 .  P F P s  I N  AUSTRALIA 

As a discrete policy stream, the advocacy of PPPs originally emerged out of 
the continued budgetary constraints faced by the various governments and 
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the exhaustion of opportunities for outright privatisation of major puhlic 
i~~liastructure.~ State and federal governmen ts began to explore more 
subtle alternatives for accessing private sector resources in the delivery and 
opesa~ion of public facilities. Policy discourse turned away from emphasis 
on public sector restructuring and "trimming the fat", to a search for 
innovative financing solutions and more precise analysis of exactly how  he 
government could most eCfectively meet infrastructure requirements. This 
I~roild change in policy focus is manifest in the current expression by 
various governments of a preference for the PPP form. 

The "Build, Own, Operate and Transfer" (BOOT) structure, which has 
cornc to form the backbone of Ar~stralia\ PPP experience, has been 
employed since the 1980s. Under BOOT, a private consortium undertakes 
to finance and construct an item of infrastructure required by government, 
which it then operates for a period under a concession or franchise awarded 
Ily the government, thereby dcriving revenue. At the end of the concession 
period, which is or sufficient length to allow the builders and financiers to 
recover their outlays with a return, the consortium transfers ownership to 
the government. 

Recent years have seen an ad hoc expansion and revision of BOOT 
schemes and other long-standing structures, particularly in the context of 
social infrastructure where the private sector sourccs its revenue from a 
government service payment, rather than directly from the users of thc 
facility as with economic infrastructure. These developments have grown 
into a range of infrastructure strategies, making up the Australial-i PPP 
family. 

In Australia the term "PPP" is used broadly and includes both privately 
financed partnerships, and other partnerships between the public and 
private sectors. However, the following discussion will predominantly focus 
on privately financed partnerships as t.hese are the projects that will be most 
affected by the changing economic climate. 

2.1 Benefits of PPPs 

The primary advantage of PPP delivery is its ability to deliver value for 
money outcomes for government. Broadly speaking, this is achieved in two 
ways. The first is by lbstering private sector confidence in the ability of 
government to facilitate and assess PPP proposals. The underlying objective 
is to encourage private sector investment so that there are enough players 
in the bidding process to create the competition required ro dclivcr a value 
for money outcome. The second method is by government selecting a 
project delivery model and designing risk allocation that delivcrs the best 
value for money outcome. This includes encouraging the private sector to 
adopt a whole of life approach to the design and constructinn of the asset, 
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with a view to obtaining the optimal balance between the cost of building 
thc Facility and its ongoing operation and maintenance costs. 

h i d e  from the ability to deliver value for money, PPP projects offer a 
number of other significant benefi cs to government purchasers, industry 
ancl taxpayers, many of which are directly related to the presence of private 
finance. In comparison to traditional procurement and delivery models, 
PPP prqjects are often; 

* D~livmed earlier-Private sector involvement, in particular, is ablc to 
overcome many funcling constrain& and interface difficulties with 
private contractors. 
Mom-$$cimI!-This is due to market competition during the procure- 
men t process, and room for innovation. 
MOTE r x ~ f o m m u d - T h e  prof ts of the private enterprise depend 
upon the continued use, by customers, oS the services provided. 
More hoadly/iLndert-Governments are generally restricted to issuing 
guaranteed bonds which transfer project risks onto the taxpayer, 
whereas private consortia usually have access to broader sources of 
capital. 
Mme maintainah1eThe structure of a PPP includes multiple aspects 
of delivery (such as design, construction and operation), encoumg- 
ing the private sector participants to protect their investment and 
ensure ongoing maintainability through a "whole of life'' approach 
to project delivery. 
Bpttm ~quipped t t e chn~ lo~ca l~~Fr iva t e  organisations involved in infra- 
structure delivery generally have access to technology, arising from 
their experience of infrastructure rlelivery elsewhere, which can add 
significant value to a project and which che government could not 
otherwise access. 
Mmi: ecnn.orn,ica~ly smdn&PPPs are motivated by financial, not polit- 
ical concerns. Thus, the private sector generalIy conducts detailed 
studies prior to going ahead with a project in order to ensure that its 
investment wiIl he economically word~while. 
Better plnced to ~ L I ~ P ( I  th.e pubdzc in.tc-restThe various government 
policies on PPP delivery all place importance on pre~ecting the 
public interest by assessing PPP proposals against public interest 
criteria such as accountability, transparency, equity, public access, 
consumer rights, security, privacy, and the rights of afSected individ- 
uals and communizies. 

2.2 Privately financed partnerships 
Many PPPs in Awtralia are privately financed. Indeed, most state PPP 
policies focus only on privately financed projects. For example, NSW State 
Government's Wmking with Govmmmt-Guichlinas fm Pmunteh Financed 
Prqipcts applies only to privately financed PPPs. Others, such as Partnerships 
Victoria and the Queensland PPP policy, whilst more inclusive on their face, 
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arc aIso primarily directed at  privately financed PPPs, as evidenced by their 
enconragement of long-term, service-based payment structures. 

One question which'is frequently asked in relation to privately financed 
PPP projects is how it is possible for such projects to be delivered at a lower 
ovcraEl cost to government than puhlicly financed projects, given that 
government can borrow finance at a lower cost than the private sector. 

The answer is that there are differences between privately financed and 
pltblicly financed projects which can enable a privately financed delivery 
rnoclcl lo provide a better value for money outcome than a publicly funrled 
altcrnativc. Typically, the value for moncy drivers for privately financed 
PPPs are identified as: 

* Risk Imnfm-PPPs allow government to transfer risks to the private 
sector which the private sector party is better able to manage at a 
lower cost than government, thereby reducing the overall cost of the 
project to government. Historically the private sector haq managed 
delivery risks better than the public sector. This is not surprising (or 
indeed meant to be a criticism of the public sector) given the 
different drivers of the private and puhlic sectors. The key driver far 
the private sector is the profit imperative, which essentially means 
controlling the costs of dclivery by managing the risks appropriately. 
On the other hand, the key driver for the puhlic sector i s  risk 
mitigation, which usually leads to more expensive cost outcomes on 
delivery. 

* Wilok of Lvc cosrineThe long-term namre of PPPs often requires the 
private scctor party to assume responsibility, not only for the design 
and construction of a facility, but also for its operation, maintenance 
and rer~irbishrncnr. This providcs a commercial incentive for the 
private sector to adopt design and construction methodologies 
which will minimise the overall cost of building, operating and 
maintaining the F~cility through life. 
Ianovation-PI'P projects focus on output specifications, thereby 
providing private sector bidders with the opportunity to develop 
innovative design and other solutions so as to meet government 
requirements at a lower cost. Further, the private sector is incenti- 
vised to create innovative solutions to unforeseen risks as they 
ernerge, 
ASSP~ utilisati~n-S~me PPP projects provide opportunities for third 
parq use of the facility, thereby generating revenues which, due to 
an absence of commercial motivation, would not be derived if the 
facility were built, owned and operated by government. These third 
party revenues can reduce the cost government would otherwise pay 
as sole user of Ithe asset, or alternatively open up opportunities for 
uoside revenue sharing. " 
On tima ddivmyT11ere is si~nificant incentive for the contractor to 
deliver the project on timc as any delay results in additional costs 
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being incurred by the contractor, which will not generally be 
recoverable from the government urlless the delay results from a risk 
borne by the government. 
Availability of gournmen1 fand.+The use of finance rrees up public 
funds fbr use on other prqjects. 

* P~~formance-based contractinff-Payments are often linked to perform- 
ance, providing the contractor with a greater incentive to meet the 
requirements of the con tract. 

* Fin~ncier st$-i-Financiers generally have a right to step-in where 
the contractor fails to comply with the contract, providing additional 
comfort to the government. 

3. PPPs  A N D  CAPITAL MARKETS 

Given their many benefits, in particuIar their at~ility to provide value for 
money, it is unsurprising chat PPPs account for a significant proportion of 
capital spending across all states, territories and the Commonwealth. Most 
PPPs are highly lcvcraged and, as such, are highly reliant on capita1 markets. 
This dependence on capital markets can been seen at five distinct levels!': 

11y~ity cnpitnltInstitutiona1 investors provide the largest source of 
PPP equity capital. Equity capital is also drawn from the Australian 
Securities Exchange, listed portfolio investors, hanks, private equi;ty 
and fund managers. 

* Debt capitcal'PPPs are generally financed with bank debt, project 
finance or bonds. 
Financial smvict.+PPPs rely on capital markets to spread financial 
risk through, ibr  example, the use of MA-rated rnonoline insurers 
who provide guarantee insurance for bond debt financial 

ions. obligw' 
Mnritcl driurrs--Financial service providers drive the PPP bid market 
through selective participation in  bids. 

0 Capital mnrltet innovalion-PPPs benefit from capital market innova- 
tions which improve value for money outcomes. 

3.1 Current state of caGtal markets: the credit crunch 

fter a significant period of economic boom, the global economic system is 
ow experiencing it credit crunch. A credit crunch is charactcrised by a 
-1a1-p increase in the cost of finance or a sharp decrease in the availability 

of finance-both of which arc currently afrecting markets around the 
world. 

The credit crunch has resulted from a lengthy period of unsustainabIc 
lending and flawed risk pricing which has lcd to the collapsc of global 

' M~cl~ac l  Rrgan, ~ W I I ~ E  Irnptlrt rrnEE Cvm~s?t r&t)iQ! Morkpi Gndltions knrw on I?db/ir: Pn'nnlr Purtnmhips?, 
a Keseai.ch Report prepared for t ? ~ e  Infrastrl~cture Association of Queensland, 12 Novernkr 2008. 



financial markets. The first visible sign of this collapse was the US sub-prime 
morlgage crisis. 

The sub-primc collapse came about because of excessive lending to sub- 
prime horro~vcrs. These high-risk loans were then off-loaded to invest~rs 
2nd banks around thc world by packaging thcrn into sellable assets through 
thc use of securitisation. By turning loans into securities, tkc buycr of the 
scc~irity gets regular payments as mortgages are repaid, while the mortgage 
lcnder. is relievcd of the risk. A crucial part of sccuritisation is the opinion 
of a creclit-rating agency. Under the sub-prime niortgage market model, 
rating agencies were paid for their opiilions by those entities selling 
securities, thereby creating an obvious conflict of interest. Unsurprisingly, 
sccuritics made up of high-risk, sub-prime mortgage debt were invariably 
assigned good ratings in error, encouraging buyers to takc them upn4 

Rising house prices led lenders and investors to believe that the sub- 
prime rnarket was safe, as default loans simply meant repossession of 
val~zahle property. This spurred on further lending and further 
securidsation. 

Tn 2006, the Federal Reserve increased interest rates to curb inflation. 
This led a nurnher of financially uilstable borrowers to default on their 
loans. Ranks began to foreclose on mortgage-defaulted homes cansing an 
over-supply on the market, which resulted in a fall in real estate prices. 'l'his, 
in turn, caused the value of mortgage-backed sea~rities to plummet. UnabIc 
lo sell the high-risk assets, investors (largely investment banks} who a 
low level or dcpssits quickly collapsed, sending a ripple cffcct through 
fin;~ncial rnarkecs across the world. The collapse of Lehrnan Bros on 14 
September 2008 is widely considered the catalyst for the subsequent 
volatility and ultimate collapse of global financial markets. 

(11) 1;l~nrlnrnmtal e h m t s  of the credit crunch 

The credit crunch has been facilitated by a shift in the banks' lending 
rr~orlcI horn a traditional "originate and hold'hodel, wherc loans are held 
to maturity, to an "oiiginate and distribute" model,' ironically intended ta 
spread risk and increase lending capacity, Thc sub-prime mortrage crisis, 
uut1inc.d above, is illustrative of this originale and distribute le~lding model 
where loans are made by an original investor h e n  sold on  to other 
i~ivestors. 

Banks have Failed to price risk correctly by supplying cheap finance on 
overly favourable terms. Under an originate and distribute model, these 

' Ada111 r3 Asl~cr:~Tt ant1 Til Schuurmann, Undw~innrlmng thp Semn'tiurtion oJSul$Pime M/lr /gnf i~  Cwdit, 
Fvtlrl.al Krservr nank of Ncw Ynrk Staff Repnrt No $18. Mnrch 2008. 
' UK House of Cornn~ans Trea.wry Committee, finnrfml Slnhbry nnd ?inlz~p(~rmq report, Febrmry 
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high-risk asscts have been widely dispersed, resulting in a domino effect 
across financial markets as the original loans turn bad and must be written 
off. This has led to a fall in asset prices, large write-downs, a loss of 
confidence and uncertainty in the market. 

FolIowing more than a year of instability, the capital market is currently 
characteriscd by: 

A sharp reduction in fhe avaihbz'lity of $fiance both locally and globally 
--Capacity for new lending in the market is constrained as banks, 
concerned with the quality of their balance sheet and the cost of 
funds, seek to reduce their exposure by retreating from long-term 
and complex lending. 

* WithrJm~onl nf forhgn. hr',on.ks from Ih,e rlomestic mark~t-A number of 
ovcrseas hanks have been withdrawing from thc Australian market in 
order to focus on local deals and clients, affecting h e  availability of 
credit, competition in the market and the syndication of loans. This 
has partly rcsulred from government bail-out packages which offer 
inceniives for investing in domestic markets. 
A shaqb increase in the cost of$nanc+lnterest rate margins have 
increased as a result of the increase in the underlying cost of capital. 
Margins of up to 250 basis points are being quoted. 
Adumsftly nffpcted s?;yn.di.talion of loans an.d ct mJave to club loan o.rran,p 
rnm,ts-Ranks' confidence in one another has been severely eroded. 
A5 a result, underwriters are no Ionger confident of the dcpth of the 
market for syndication and so fewer deals have been syndicated. 
Synclication is also made difficult by banks' increased capital require- 
ments and resultant inability to provide the entire amount ofa  loan. 
Instead, ther-c has been a move to club loan arrangements where a 
group of banks come together to finance a project on a fully 
underwritten basis at the outset, where each bank is therefore only 
required to provide a discrete portion of the loan. 
The monoBne wrapped bond market i s  qfectiueh closed--The M - r a t i n g  
of monoline insurers, required in order to guarantee bonds, has 
been downgraded. 
Ranks not offmin~ Lmg-tm deb(-Banks are presently only offering 
five to seven year terms. 
Equily will nal take rejnuncing risMain-sharing arrangements on 
refinancing (where government and equity share the benefit in 
varying proportions of decreased financing costs on a refinancing, 
and the burden of' increased financings costs) are generally not 
acceptable to equity investors in the current market. However, the 
larger problem is that, in the current credit crunch, equity is 
unwilling to take refinancing risk at all, even on scheduIed 
refinancing. 



3.2 How has the credit crunch affected PPPs? 

As the above discussion shows, PPPs are highly reliant on financial and 
capi~al markets, Thus clearly, a financial market constrained by a reduction 
in the availability of finance and lacking in confidence will have significant 
irnplicatioi~s for PPPs. 

First, the credit crunch has resulted in a sharp reduction in the volume 
of private finance available to fund PPPs as banks scck to limit their risk 
exposure by retaining higher levels 01 capital. This shortage of finance is 
evacerbared by the withdrawal of foreign banks from the local marker, As a 
consequence, a number of PPl' projects may be delayed or cancelled. In 
ilcldition, this lack of available finance provides an incentive to devise 
alter~ative PPP models or fhnding mechanisms in order to overcome the 
shortfall in private finance, an issue which will be discussed in detaiI in 
section 4. 

A corollary of the reduced availability of finance is the increased cost of 
private finance which, consequently, increases the total cost of PPP projects. 
More expensive finance will exacerbate the costs incurred by bidders 
throughont the contract negotiation phase, which are ultimately recovered 
by thc successr~~l bidder by incorporating them into the ovcraIl cost of the 
projccr. Ultimately, this will make it more difficult for privately financed 
PPPs to demonstrate value for money. 

Economic inhastructure prsjecw, where the private consortium recovers 
its costs directly from the encl users of the project, are sufkring from 
reduced patronase. The most commonly cited example of economic 
infrastructure is that of a toll road, which allows the private sector party to 
source revenue directly from motorists through tolling. In the past, private 
financing oi' major public infrastructure in this way has provecl, in many 
cases, to be profitable for the private sector and costeffective for the public 
sector. Today, however, reduced patronage may impact upon the ability of 
the private consortium to service i t s  debt, thereby increasing the risk of 
investing in such infrastructure. 

Thc current volatility and uncertainty in financia1 and capital markets has 
caused banks to become more risk adverse as they seek to ccduce their 
exposure. As a result, hanks are less likely to finance the more risky projects, 
such as highly leveraged economic infrastructure PPPs, which are facing 
potential patronage difficulties. Instead, thcre may he a move towards 
srnaller and less risky social-infrastructure projects, such as public hospitals 
and schools, where the private scctor sources its revenue from a govern- 
ment service payment rather than sourcing it directly from the users of the 
facility. This is exacerbated by the closure of the rnonoline unwrapped bond 
market which previously bolstered the investment grade rating 01 PPPs. 

The conservative shift by banks can also be seen in the syndication 
market where banks are no longer prepared to syndicate loans and are 
instead crying to organise club loan arrangements before committing any 
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funds to borrowers. This has serious implications for bidders who iirare losing 
requisite timcliness in securing finance and, il' able to secure finance, are 
being; forced to accept unfavourable terms and increased costs." Fur- 
thermore, banks' unwillingness to offer long-term loans creates a refinanc- 
ing risk, which equity holders are relucmnt to bear. 

The precedir~g discussion highlights some major challenges currently 
k i n g  the PPP markct. The cumulative effect of these challenges is 
esscritially to 11alt progress on future PPPs due to an inability to source 
finance and alternatively, where finance is obtained, to increase the cost of 
PIT projccts to the extent that they are unable to demonstrate value for 
money. UnIess these challenges are mitigated and the PPP model adapted 
to current market conditions, key players in the PPP field may begin 
withdrawing from the Australian market. 

4.  A D A P T I N G  T H E  PPP M O D E L  

In light of the many benefits offered by the PPP model, it is wclF worth 
considering whether the impacts of the credit crisis on PPP projects can be 
mitigated by adapting the current model to take account of current markct 
coi~ditions, Notably, the need to reduce the risk associated with investing in 
PPPs in order to increase the availability of finance and reduce its cost. This 
involves exploring opportunities for government to either provide credit 
support or enhancement for projccts to increasc their investment grade 
rating. I t  further involves considering alternative sources of finance to take 
up  some of the financing shortfall, such as governrncnt, insrjtutiona! 
investors or contractors. The following discussion assesses some possible 
solutions. 

4.1 State support of syndication 

In thc past, a small number of banks would provide the debt for any given 
project then syndicate it out to other banks. Today, however, banks' lack of 
confidence in one another has resulted in an unwillingness to become part 
of a syndicate. Instead, large clubs of banks are being arranged so that each 
irldividual bank need only cornrnit ta a much smaller amaunt of debt from 
the outset. Such an arrangement takes a significantly greater amount of 
time and money to put together and provides less cerrainy due to fears 
that, if same banks drop out, she deal will, collapse. 

It folEows that, in order to encourage the more efficient syndication 
finance model, hankskconfidence muss be restored by lowering or  remov- 
ing the risk involved in taking part in a debt syndicate. This may he achieved 
th~-oz~g-h government support of the syndication process. 

" Lorrn Greenspoon and Christopher P i l r t n d ~ ~ ,  "It's a 1.enrIerr' Market Out There". Wild~haer 
Uellclcc LLP, Ui~nl~ i ty  and 1:inanw O/dlar~, November 200R. 



There are a number of ways, currently being discussed in the market, in 
w l ~ i c h  government could provide support. Gavcrnment could issue a 
guarilnlee to cover the unsyndicated portion of debt, creating a govern- 
Incnt guarantee tranche. Alternatively, the government could agree to 
clircctly fund the unsyndicated portion. In order to be effective, t l~is model 
requires a best endeavours obligation on the banks to syndicate fully and to 
refinaxice the governrnent guaranteed or funded portion of debt as soon as 
praczicable. I11 addition to lowering the risk involved in syndication, this 
modet may help reduce problems of liquidity and the high cost of 
finance. 

This finance model raises a number of possible concerns For government. 
First, does government have the same Po-rntn voting rights as other 
syndicate members if it funds the unsyndicated portion of deht? Such inter- 
creditor issues within the syndicate would need to he  resolved. 

Secondly, what potential conflicts of interest wise where government is 
both project procurcr and lender? Similarly, what conflict of intcrcst 
pmhlems arise in the closer relationship of govcrnmenr, as the debt 
provider or guarantor, with the banks in the synrlicatc? This cancer n ovcr 
conflicts is broadly applicable to any rnodcl under which government is 
providing some form of credit support. I t  needs to be considered whether 
probity guidelines can overcome both actual conflicw and the perception of 
conflict. 

Finally, is government prepared to take the risk that it might be a long- 
term [under or credit guarantor? The government's long-term involvement 
may become necessary if there is illiquidity in the market or as a result of 
poor management and operation of the project by the contractor. 

4.2 Relinquishing the requirement far committed Zinance and 
underwritten bids 

The impact of the high cast and reduced availability of finance is partic- 
ularly visible during the contract negotiation phase. Standard bidding 
practices, requiring multiple bidders to accompany their bid with com- 
mitted finance and a preferred bidder to obtain underwriztcn finance, are 
simply not practical in a market with fewer lenders tending lower amounts 
and ar higher costs. Government needs to revisit this rnorlel and consider 
alternative approaches which relinquish the requirement for committed 
finance and underwritten bids. 

Two options are suggested by Pearse Rutledge or Rutledge Infraszructure 
Advisory7: the requirement for committed and underwritten finance could 
bc delayed until the preferred bidder stage under a 'bone tender, two 
stages'"odc1, or a tender for fifiance could he run in parallel with the 

' Searse Rutlcdgr, "PPP Funding and Prociirclnenr Crinsidewttans", Inj?~~tntrt~~wJrn~rnnI, 15 January 
2009. 
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tender ibr technical and commercial bids under a "two parallel tenders" 
model. These options will be outlined in further detail below. 

Under this model, the government selects a preferred bidder based on 
, ltechnical and commercial bids only. Finance would then be sourced at the 
\ preferred bidder stage. A variation on this model is to obtain commitment 

tram a small underwriter of deht at the bid stage in order to work up the 
financing terms and documentation for the deal, The balance of the 
Frnai~ce would then he sought at the preferred bidder stage. 

For effective operation of this model, government would need to fund or 
tqrarantee any uncommitted portion of finance, as discussed in section 4.1, 
above. Government may also want to ensure it has the option of funding the 
uncommitted portion of finance if, at the relevant time, i t  is unable to 
achicvc value for rnoney from the banking market. 

Belaying finance until the preCerred bidder stage raises several cotlcerns 
for govcrnmcnt. It is mare dimcult to evaluate bids based on  technical and 
commercial elements only. For example, the finance procured by the best 
technical and commercial bid may make the bid unfavourable svesalI. 
However, to go to the next preferred bidder at this stage would significantly 
d r ~ w  out the period to financial close, a period already protracted by the 
nature of this model. In addition, government is responsible for the risk of 
funding failure which, in the present market, is a substantial risk to hold. 

Under this model, two tenders are run in parallel; one for the technical and 
cammercial bids and one for deht finance. At the preferred bidder stage, 
the selected technical and commcccial bidder and the selected ft~nding 
club are introduced and a final solution is negotiated. Issucs of sponsor 
credit standing and equity capacity are managed both through the parallel 
procurement process and by negotiation in a competitive environment. 
This model is parcicuIarly useful for generating cornpeti tive tension among 
banks, resulting in mote competitive risk pricing. 

While this option would be likely to be more time efficient than a one 
cendcr, two stagcs approach, it does carry wit11 it certain disadvantages. 
Firldiilg the expertise in government, or within the government project 
inanagernent pool of resources, for conducting the debt finance tender and 
rnanaging two tenders in parallel may be, at least initially, a concern. In 
addition, the government's general tender costs will be increased. 

There are also drawbacks associated with the concept of a club loan 
arrangement. It is necessary to undertake separate negotiations of commer- 
cial terms of funding with all potential club members, even though the 
financia1 tender would seek to achieve standard terms for a11 finance 
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kidders. It is also necessary to negotiate with each club member to achieve 
the standardised set of project terms and conditions, defauIts, securing trust 
iirrangcment and financiers' tripartite deed. Inevitably the banks requiring 
the most onerous terms will prevail. This arrangement wiIl also add 
significant expcnse, both in time and money, to the pre-financial close 
PI-OCW~, It  t l icref~re must be queried whether the costs saved by bidders 
justify t 1 1 ~  extra expcnse incurred by the government. The extent to which 
there ;Ire enough willing and able banks in rhe Australian market to 
S;icilittite this rnodel should also be considered. 

4.3 Government underwrites refinancing risk 

PPPs are long-term projects which require long-term debt. The present 
market lacks the liquidity and the appetite for 25-year plus loans for PPP 
projects, instead offering "miniperm" structures of 5-7 years which force 
refi;lancing and therefore create refinancing risk. This begs the question: 
who should hear the refinancing risk? 

I n  rhe past, PPPs with long-term debt have had the option of voluntary 
refinancing. Under this financing model, equity holders could choose to 
refinance after a certain period and government would share in any gains 
made by the refinance. In today's market the refinancing risk is greatly 
il~creased. Most equity holders will no longer be able to take this risk and, 
even if they can, banks may no longrr  allow equity holclers to take this 
risk. 

A solutiorl wouId be for government to cake on the refinancing risk by 
using government funcling through government services payments to 
unclcrwrire the refinancing. Government would bear any incroased finxnc- 
irlg costs but would also take the entire benefit should there be any 
reduction in financing costs. In addition, thc short term or the debt 
required for the project may serve as an attraction to banks. 

Governmenl's assumption of the refinancing risk is effectively an assump 
tion of both h e  operator risk and the finance market risk. The operator risk 
places an onus on  government to oversee carefully the operation of che 
project to ensure that the contractor's performance does not  negatively 
impact the government's position by reducing finance markets, increasing 
finance or lowering the market value of the project. Ky assuming the 
finance risk, government would be required to pay out the existing debt to 
the extent thht it cannot he fully refinanced. 

4.4 Government as lender 

I n  contrast to the options ou~l ined above, whereby government supports 
the debr financing of PPP projects by agreeing to either guarantee o r  h n d  
any unfunded poriions of debt, government could agree at the outset of a 
project to be the lender for all, or a tranche, of the senior debt required. 
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This option forms the basis of the Credit Guarantee Finance Model 
(CGFM) and  the Supported Dcbt Model (SDM) discussed bclow. 

(a) C:r~(Iil Gunmn. tee Finance Model 

The CGFM was developed in the United Kingdom in 2003 to cornhine the 
benefits of the private sector taking key risks together with securing funding 
at a lower cost from government through the use of public finances. Under 
the CGFM, government provides the senior debt and a credit-worthy 
financial institution takes security over project assets in return for providing 
a financial guarantee to government to guarantee the payment of senior 
debt. Essentially, the risk allocation remains the same as under the 
traditional PPP model, except that government takes the risk of the 
guarantor's ability to guarantee payment of the senior debt provided by 
govcrnmcnt. 

The CGFM has been used on the I,eeds and Portsmouth hospital projccts 
in 2004 and 2005 respectively. The role of guarantor was filled by the 
consortium's financiers on the Leeds project and a monoline insurer on the 
Porcsmourh project. Both projects esrirnated interest costs savings to be in 
the order of %IG% of total finance costs. 

The CGFM has the potential to overcome the current liquidity problem, 
lower the cost of firlance and improve value for money outcomes. I t  also, 
however, suffers from certain flaws, marly of which have been raised in 
relation to other models outlined above, including the folfowing: 

* Conflict of interest issucs arise where thc government is both project 
procurcr and Icndcr. 
Inter-creditor issucs with othcr debt providers such as, for example, 
who takes enforcement decisions. 

@ Government requires the resources and expertise to act effectively as 
a lending bank. 

* Limited scope for private sector innovation in the financial 
arrangements. 
The additional risk taken on by government may impact upon 
traditional incentive mechanisms. 
There is a question mark over the appetite in the current financial 
market for giving the credit guarantee. 

( / I )  Suj~j~orld Debt Model 

The SDM is a hybrid of the CGFM which has been employed by the 
Queensland State Government on the South East Queensland Schools 
Project. 

under h e  SDM, the Queensland Treasury Corporation (QTC) provides 
a level of supported debt through a refinancing arrangement with the 
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priwte scctor, drawing down QTC funds a f~e r  thc completion of construc- 
tion. Upon completion of construction, the project risk cxposure rcduccs 
sig~lificailtly and so too does thc probability ofsenior debr being unpaid 
upon termination. To further safeguard senior debt, government guaran- 
tees a minimum termination payment aimed at the whole or a proportion 
of the supported debt. The sripported debt is thus notionally risk-free and 
the project b e n e f i ~  from a risk-free borrowing rate. 

The risk allocation, as with the CGFM, is similar to that under the 
traditional TPP model, except that government takes the risk that the 
rniniintlm termination payment may exceed the value of the constructed 
assets. 

The SDM shares many of the same aclvantages and disadvanlages with the 
CGFM. 

4.5 Other options for direct credit support or enhancement from 
government 

There are various ocher opportunities for direct credit support or enhance- 
ment from government. 'The following options could he employed either 
on their own or in conjunction with the models discussed above: 

G o o m m t  panleGovernrnent could provide part of the finance 
through government grants. 

* Cr~di t  sufiport oj" revenue slaortfallsGovernmen t could provide credit 
support by way of a guarantee for the initial years of the operating 
term of the prqject. The  guarantee aims to shore-up risk-sensitive 
aspects of the prqject, such as revenue shortfalls in an economic 
infrastructure prqject or the first years OF operation of a t echne  
logically complex project, in order to lift the investment grading of 
the project. Alternatively, government caulcl give credit support 
through a guarantee to providers of stand-by facilities, available to 
senior lenders, which may be drawn in circumstances such as 
revenue shortfalls. Government would be subrogated to the rights of 
the lenders to which i t  pays out on any such credit support 
guarantee. 
7 X e  goummrnt tcdzes mr11et disruption risk-Government could take 
on market disruption risk by agreeing lo fund increased fundir~g 
costs, both before and after financial close, through the service 
charge for periods where any committed lending banks cannot Gnd 
funding in  heir inter-bank lending market as Eow as the Australian 
bank bill rate. This would seem to be a lower risk to governmen1 
than many other suggested forms s f  government credit support if i t  
is sufficient support to bring banks back into the prqject financing 
market. The market disruption clause would, however, need to give 
the banks not only rights to pass on increased cost5 for the period of 
the increase, hut also rights to enforce repayment where their 
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funding becomes impossible to sustain. Thus the market disruption 
clause would need to be caref~klly thought through and drafted with 
precision. 
Rrfhinlring the nbatemmt rcgim.+Reducing the exposure of Cundcrs to 
abatement through, for examplc, providing a bank guaranlee or 
bond to government that can be called upon rather ihan abating 
service payments, may increase the investment rating of the project. 
It has been suggested chat this may reduce the cost of debt by up to 
6%. Another option is to rework the abatement regimes to achieve 
levels of abatement that do notjeopardise debt repayments, except 
for the most dice of service failures. 

4.6 Involvement of institutional investors 

Moving away now from government focused models, a solution aimed at 
addressing the lack oC liquidiry in the market and thc term of debt is to lap 
into thc institu~iorial invcstor markec, with a focus on superannuation Cunds 
d l ~ c  to their suitability to longterm debt. In particular, infrastructure Cunds 
could he targeted as these funds now hold infrastructure investments and 
tend to perform better than retail funds. Additionally, PPP projects provide 
employment for many of the members of infrastructure funds, thus 
incentivising investment by such fi~nds. The main challenge in appealing to 
infmstruct~lre f t~nds  will be to reduce the risk associated with this form of 
investment 

One option for attracting finance from infrastructure funds is to source 
[his investment, as an alternative to fixed interest investment, once the 
project is successrully complcted and in the less risky operational phase. 
This may require credit support or enhancement hy government to furtl~cr 
ruclucc risk. I t  may also be necessary to alter regulatory requirements in 
ordcr to facilitate investment. For example, AI'RA currently prohibiw 
borrowing by superannuation Iunds, which raises an issue as to the 
categorisatiorl of an unfunded commitment to lend in rhe future and 
whe~her APRA will allow superannuation funds to make such binding 
commitments. 

An alternative option is to acquire funding- through the construction 
phase, in addition to the operation phase, through the issue of unwrapped 
bond3 to infrastructure funds. There is unlikely to be an appetite for this 
form of investment unless the PPP project has an AAA investment grade 
rating, thus emphasis must be placed o n  enhancing this rating in the riskier 
construction phase, This could be achieved by providing a credit guarantee 
to bondholders until the completion of construction in order to rcallocace 
completion risk away from bondholders. The crcdit guarantor could bc a 
third party financier, though, given rhat there is currently littlc market 
apperice for taking on this risk, it would more likely bc government. 
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Ry ncting as credit guarantor, government may be in a more advanta- 
gco~is position than in alternative models as it is only required to provide 
credit support, rather than outlaying funds. I-lowever, if completion does 
riot occur by the specified dare and the credit guarantee is called on by the 
bonclholders, governmen1 would be obliged to pay out the bondholders, 
co~nplete the project and then either refinance the project or keep the 
prqjcct in public ownership. This represenb a significant additional risk for 
government in a PPP. In addition, this model is better suited co social 
inf'rastructt~re as the presence of a government income stream resuIts in a 
better investment grade rating for the project. 

This model is by na means new, hut had fallen out of favour ;IS it was more 
expensive and less flexible than a debt finance model. However, as debt 
finance has, itself, become more expensive and Iess flexible, the model may 
become more attractive. 

4.7 Contractors to finance construction cost5 until completion 

Contractors offer another alternative source of finance. These companies 
are not interested in being long-term holders of infiascnlct~lre, but may he 
prepared to finance a part (or perhaps for small projects, the whoIc) af thc 
construction costs until completion, then exit the project by cntering into 
put and call options with parties that would be interested in taking a long- 
term equity position. Such parties may include superannuatio~i funds, 
sovereign wealth funds or  other institutional investors. 

In this way the contractor would take the whole of rbc construction risk. 
Thai is, the contractor would not be entitled to put or call its shares in the 
project until the performance criteria in the concession deed, for revenue 
to be ~ c r ~ e r a t e d  hy the project, hail been achieved. However, once this stage 
i s  reached, the contractor would put the shares to lhe long-term equit). 
holder who would thcn pay the contractor. - 

The contractor would not necessarily have to fund the whole of the 
projcct costs. Presumably the debt market would still he able to provide 
some financing. For example, it might be possible to have the project 
funded to 50% of the costs of construction. This finance couId be paid to 
the contractor progressively pursuant to a standard design and construct 
contract. The contractor would then bear the baIance of the costs of 
construction, which it would recover when its shares in the project are put 
to the long-term equity holder. 

The incentive to the contractor is the availability of two profit streams: 
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One difficulty with this modcl is that the contractor wouId have to be able 
to sccurc substantial debt funding to support the construction operation. 
Enquiries should be made of the market to determine whether a contractor 
would be able to borrow such money. It  may well be rhas funds are not 
amilahle, If that is so, then perhaps the Comrnonwcalth Goverrlment 
should consider creating an infrastructure bank whose business would be to 
loan money to contractors, on usual commercial terms, for the delivery of 
these major projects. Loans made from this bank would be turned over 
relatively quickly, with the term of the loan being the period a£' 
construction. 

The Commonwealth Government could also give consideration to p r e  
viding tax breaks in respect of those who contribute to the delivery of a 
"Nationally Sigriificant Project". The Government would designate pastic- 
ular infrastructure prqjects such as, for exan~ple, the Sydney Metro Project, 
as projects of national significance. The contractor who was prepared to 
rake the construction risk and finance part of the construction, would 
obtain preferentiai tax treatrnens. This incentive could similarly be made 
available to institutional investors under the modcl discussed in section 4,6, 
nhove. 

5,  LOOKING FORWARD 

The Aus~ralian PPP industry is certainly facing new challenges ahead; 
however, it is not a11 bad news. 

The PPP market will benefit from increased government expenditure on 
infrastructure. 'rhe Federal Government has recently introduced a $42 
billion economic stimulus package aimed at combating the recession. This 
package includes $14.7 billion of spending on school building projects, $6.6 
billion on public housing and a significant increase in spending on local 
infrastructure projec~q including local roads. 

More importantly, PPP delivery remains attractive with many of its 
benefits still relevant, even in a fraught market. In order to retain these 
benefits, par ties must carefully consider alternative financing models and 
assess which will hest achieve value for money outcomes on a project by 
projljrct basis. 
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